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“There has never been a document of culture, which is not simultaneously one of
barbarism. And just as it is itself not free from barbarism, neither is it free from the
process of transmission, in which it falls from one set of hands into another.”
(Walter Benjamin)

INTRODUCTION
The rapid advancement of technology in the 20th century included an expansion in the
methods of communication on both an individual and global scale. The first major global step
occurred in 1967 with the worldwide broadcast of the BBC show, “Our World,” which was the
first time a television show was broadcast to the entire world (Science Museum). Fittingly, the
popular band The Beatles agreed to play their song “All You Need is Love,” spreading messages
of peace and interconnectedness among all people despite geographical differences. Viewers
from 19 countries tuned into watch live video showing the daily lives and actions of people all
over the world. This show represents the beginning of the Age of Information: a time when, due
to the use of technology, people could begin to communicate with others instantaneously using
methods never conceived of before.
The subsequent creation of the Internet provided the average person with the opportunity
to create and share her or his own information with others. The theorist Walter Benjamin
explored the shift in the public’s participation in the creation of information. He stated that, “the
greatly increased mass of participants has produced a change in the mode of participation” (“The
Work in the Art of Age of Mechanical Reproduction” 239). Rather than allow the television
stations to show how life is lived, people have shifted to share their daily lives for themselves.
The public constantly creates the media themselves through the use of blogging or social media
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sites to establish what is important. In 2006, Time magazine recognized the significance of this
social movement by naming “You,” those that actively add to the available knowledge through
social media, as the winner of the “Person of the Year” award. The magazine spokesperson Lev
Grossman stated that, “for seizing the reins of the global media, for founding and framing the
new digital democracy, for working for nothing and beating the pros at their own game, Time’s
Person of the Year…is you” (Reuters).
Time Magazine, 2006

The blurb on the cover states that, “You control the Information Age. Welcome to your world:”
the magazine celebrates the fact that the individual user is able to create change, a power that
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people could not have dreamed of before the invention of such sites. Richard Stengl, editor of
Time, stated that, “these blogs and videos bring events to the rest of us in ways that are often
more immediate and authentic than traditional media” (Reuters), thereby giving the impression
that such sites are a positive and lasting addition to society. Ten years after the publication of this
article, social media sites are still a major force in society, demonstrating the lasting and
continuing power of “You.”
Social networking through sites such as Facebook has recently become especially
prominent in both personal and professional settings. The basic premise of Facebook is to create
a profile—an online persona—that represents any personal information that the user wishes to
share with her friends on the site. The creators of Facebook designed the site to allow for
maximum sharing possibilities in various forms such as private messages and public posts. A
private message functions similarly to an email in the sense that the only people who can see the
message are the user who sent it and the user[s] who received it. Posts are intended for all
Facebook friends to see and comment upon because users do not target specific Facebook
friends. Rather, every friend has the ability to see and comment upon such posts. Posts are also
referred to as status updates because they provide a means for users to update their Facebook
friends with any new thoughts or information. People can also share pictures almost
instantaneously and add information about the picture such as the location, time, occasion, and
who is in the picture. Referencing other Facebook users in either picture or a comment is referred
to as “tagging” that person.
All of this detail becomes a part of the user’s online profile. A profile is composed of
both what the user shares and what the user’s friends tag the user in. For example, if one user
uploads a picture to Facebook and tags her friend, then that picture becomes part of the friend’s
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profile. The sample profile below demonstrates how the layout of the website promotes
interaction among users. Note how the entire right side of the screen is taken up with a current
list of my friends who are currently online and on the left side there is easy access to my
complete list of friends. The middle section contains updates posted by either my friends or
myself. In this sample, my top update is a picture in which my friend has tagged me.

Sample Profile

The creation of the individual profile through the interaction of friends reflects the
mission statement of the Facebook company: “to give people the power to share and make the
world more open and connected.” People use the site to “discover what’s going on in the world,
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and to share what matters to them” (www.facebook.com/facebook/info). Facebook attempts to
offer users the opportunity to continue to network with friends or other professionals in a virtual
setting. Although it has optimistic intentions of promoting and improving communication
between its users, Facebook’s platform has changed the way that people communicate. Due to
certain constraints of the website itself, Facebook limits the quality of the communication that
can occur between users.
An important distinction to note is that while communication on Facebook is limited, it
does not worsen real life relationships. Some critics of social media have argued that online
interactions replace face-to-face communication, causing a decrease in the overall quality of life.
However, more recent studies on how Facebook affects relationships have asserted the opposite
to be true. In the book Networked: The New Social Operating System, Barry Wellman and Lee
Rainie argue that:
In reality people are not confusing the Facebook screen with the person at the
other end of it, just as they have not confused the telephone receiver with the
person with whom they were talking… When we send emails to our spouse or
look at a friend’s Facebook updates, we do so with a strong understanding of the
person with whom we are communicating (Networked Relationships 120).
This idea is key to fully understanding how relationships are built and maintained online, and
will be furthered explored at a later point in this thesis. Instead of viewing communication on
Facebook as replacing or harming face-to-face communication, social scientists like Anna
Buchner and Katarzyna Zaniewska, authors of the article Facebook as a Catalyst for Beneficial
Participation in Culture, argue that social media sites such as Facebook should be viewed more
as extensions of the non-virtual world instead of as conflicting with it. They assert that, “Internet
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reality [like Facebook]… is inseparably linked with our everyday life” (Buchner and Zaniewska
108). These scientists further state that, “Facebook is a social networking service and as such is
based predominantly on recreating the real world relations which usually have a local reach”
(107). This attempt at a recreation is not possible without first experiencing the non-virtual world
and gaining an understanding of the people that are also on Facebook. It is in a non-virtual
setting that users generally build the beginnings of relationships that are then furthered on
Facebook.
Although interactions on Facebook do not necessarily negatively impact face-to-face
communication, the structure of the site is problematic. Hypothetically, Facebook is supposed to
be the ideal representation of the user’s life. It is the user’s opportunity to choose what specific
aspects of life she would like to share with friends and to ignore other aspects. However, in the
virtual setting of Facebook, non-verbal communication, such as hand gestures, tone of voice, or
facial expressions are nonexistent, removing some of the user’s control over how other users
receive the message. Another major factor to consider is the power of Facebook’s algorithm
which functions to determine what is the highest quality experience for the user, mainly without
the conscious input of the user. Therefore, the user’s profile is a mixture of that which the user
desires to share and what the user’s friends want to tag her in, but also what the algorithm has
determined to be appropriate. The fact that other users shape one another’s profile leads to a loss
of power over one’s own profile because it is not the user that determines what aspects are
important and are worthy of being shared. Facebook did not promise the user the ability to
control how other people interpreted the profile, but it did ensure the right of the user to create
the profile. People on Facebook will become alienated from their own profiles as other forces
shape their image in ways the users never intended. Facebook serves as a document of its users’
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lives: but through its unique process of documentation, it alienates the user from the image that
she intended to create.
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THE MEANING OF WORDS AND NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION
In his work entitled “Style, Grace, and Information in Primitive Art,” social scientist
Gregory Bateson explores form and patterns of anthropology in the specific setting of primitive
art. Bateson’s focus is on how information and meaning is coded into art; his goal is
understanding the “how?” not the “why?” He begins his work by stating that meaning is “an
approximate synonym of pattern” (Bateson 140). One interpretation of this definition is the
alphabet itself. People find meaning in words after seeing them repeatedly, and words are formed
by repeated patterns of letters. Bateson uses as an example the letter T. Based on the known rules
of the English alphabet, only certain letters typically follow a T: R, H, or a vowel. With this
knowledge, English speakers become proficient at spelling and reading by recognizing and
applying these patterns to letters.
This same principle can be applied to the interactions between people. Just as letters
follow certain patterns, individuals also tend to act in certain ways; creating, in a sense, an
individual set of “rules” for that specific person. While these “rules” are not set in stone, they can
be observed and predicted. Upon becoming familiar with how other people normally act and
respond, Bateson argues that, “from what I say, it may be possible to make predictions about
how you will answer. My words contain meaning or information about your reply” (141). The
process of learning and becoming familiar with these “rules” and patterns of a person mirrors the
concept of being knowledgeable about the English language. The more experience one has with
the patterns of language, the more effectively one can communicate using that language.
Similarly, the more accustomed one is with another’s habits, the more effectual the
communication between the two will be.
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These “rules” should even be applied to the topic of conversation. When interacting with
friends or even acquaintances, there is an unspoken understanding of what are acceptable topics
of conversation and what would be inappropriate. For example, when speaking to a professor,
most students do not feel comfortable speaking about how they chose to skip the homework the
night before in order to go to the bar. Students understand that most professors would react
negatively to such a comment, and that such conversations are not appropriate. Another example
would be if a friend has recently lost a parent. In this situation it would be inappropriate to make
a joke about dying, unless it had been previously established that this friend approved of such
jokes. The same holds true in a Facebook setting. While it is possible for a user to post comments
or pictures about almost anything, it is logical to assume that some users will not understand
those posts, even if they are friends of the user. Based on past experiences and relationships, the
user could tell how her friends would respond to a specific Facebook post, if they responded at
all. Due to this knowledge, some users choose not to post certain stories or pictures, even if they
personally agree with the post’s message. Personal censorship, used in order to pacify the user’s
friends, demonstrates an understanding of how the “rules” of a relationship limit the user from
having total control over what is posted on sites like Facebook.
Bateson goes on to explain how communication exists on multiple levels: both
unconscious and conscious. According to Bateson, a key component of communication is that of
unconscious thought processes. These processes refer to the non-verbal aspects of
communication like tone of voice or hand gestures. Bateson explains non-verbal communication
using the example of how an individual practices a specific skill. To excel at something, one
must spend time practicing to become confident and comfortable with the action; however,
practicing has multiple effects on the skill. It makes the person “more able to do whatever it is he
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is attempting, [but also] by the phenomenon of habit formation, it makes him less aware of how
he does it” (Bateson 147). When a skill is practiced enough, it becomes like a second nature and
therefore, one does not actually comprehend how the skill is accomplished. For example,
individuals who communicate often may modify how they communicate with certain friends
without realizing it, based off of previous interactions with that person. The patterns of
communication between the two people, such as use of certain phrases or tone of voice, have
become an unconscious habit. When speaking with a school official, students are likely to use a
more respectful tone than when talking with a friend. When disciplining a child, parents often
use a stricter tone of voice than when interacting in a lighter setting. While the shift in tone may
be purposeful, it is often an unconscious adjustment to the different situation, especially if it is a
reoccurring situation, like that of a parent disciplining a child.
Unconscious thought is a part of peoples’ processing skills that has not been fully
explored because the unconscious plays such a large role in every thought process. According to
Bateson, the unconscious is focused on how humans perceive, while the conscious is focused on
what they perceive (146). He maintains that, despite the lack of concrete knowledge about the
unconscious, these thoughts do affect the formation of relationships:
In truth, our life is such that its unconscious components are continuously present
in all their multiple forms. It follows that in our relationships we continuously
exchange information about these unconscious materials, and it becomes
important also to exchange metamessages by which we tell each other what order
and species of unconsciousness (or consciousness) attaches to our messages
(Bateson 146).
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Unconscious communications are sent and received between individuals through the
metamessages, as mentioned in the above quote. The person receiving the information perceives
these metamessages as feelings, shown in non-verbal communication in ways like tone or facial
expression. While the speaker has some control over these metamessages, normally they are
automatic responses to the conscious message being sent. The very nature of communicating on
Facebook, however, eliminates the receiving person from perceiving these sorts of nonverbal
metamessages. It would be impossible for the user to perceive the facial expression of another
user simply by reading a post because there is no direct face-to-face communication. The lack of
metamessages sent and received through face-to-face communication limits how the information
being sent by one user is perceived by the receiving user. The user can only send words; the
technology makes it impossible to send the unconscious communication such as facial
expression or hand gestures.
While the technology removes certain aspects of communication, it also complicates the
process by adding a third entity in to exchange: Facebook itself. Whether the user is aware of it
or not, Facebook monitors all interactions between the users, whether the messages are private or
public. The site has algorithms in place that collect how the users interact with the site: who the
user’s friends are, what type of posts the user makes, what organization the user follows. The
algorithms then analyze the information in a similar process to how people process and learn
about others. In a sense, Facebook’s algorithm replaces the metamessages that people use to
communicate in order to replicate the process of learning the “rules” of a person. Instead of the
user’s friend receiving the metamessages—the feelings about the messages imparted by the
speaker—Facebook’s algorithms take note of other unstated information about the message and
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compile this information into an account about each individual user. The algorithms then
evaluate the information to establish what the user experiences on Facebook.
Facebook, in its attempt to recreate a process of coding the unconscious metamessages of
its users, chooses what each person sees from her friends to better suit that specific user’s
interest. The effects of the algorithm’s interpretations can be seen in various aspects of the
Facebook profile. For example, the site suggests news stories, groups to join, even friends with
whom to connect on the main page of the Facebook website as seen in the sample suggestion
below. The top of the image shows the bottom of one post, the user has the option to like,
comment, or share. As the user scrolls down to the next post, Facebook shows her a list of
suggested friends. This friend suggestion is placed in the middle of the newsfeed in between two
different posts, one being cut-off and the other being a story from the website feministing.org, to
ensure that the user will see it. Also, under each the image of each suggested friend, Facebook
has automatically informed the user of how many friends she has in common with this person to
further prove the benefits of the suggestion. This knowledge is yet another example of how
Facebook “reads” each user in order to create the best experience possible.
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Sample Friends Suggestion List

The Director of the Pew Research Center’s Internet and American Life Project, Lee
Rainie, and the Director of the Faculty of Information and the University of Toronto, Barry
Wellman, co-authored the book Networked, to examine how connections through technology
affect our daily lives. In the chapter “Networked Relationships,” they explain that:
Facebook newsfeeds update Nicole’s friends with what is happening in her life.
The feeds are neither random nor comprehensive: Facebook uses algorithms that
try to tailor the information that each friend gets according to their interests…
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Each friend gets a somewhat different picture of Nicole’s life on their customized
newsfeed (“Networked Relationships” 143-143).
The Facebook newsfeed is perhaps one of the most important and unique features of Facebook. It
is where users can see any updates posted by friends or pages that they follow. It is the
equivalent of the front page of the newspaper. Users choose which friends to follow as well as
other pages to follow such as CNN or Buzzfeed. The newsfeed is where users learn about what is
going on. The sample newsfeed below shows not only the main story of the day, but also
includes more recommendations for the viewer on the left hand side of the screen.

Sample Newsfeed
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Since the user chooses which other people to follow on Facebook in order to know what these
individuals or groups are posting on the newsfeed, it does not make sense that Facebook itself
gets to decide which of these stories the user sees. If two people both have the same friend, why
should one of those users get to see the mutual friend’s post but the second friend does not? Any
error on the part of Facebook’s algorithm would mean that the suggested friends for the user are
not relevant, the user misses an important post from a friend, or the recommended stories would
be deemed uninteresting. While none of these consequences are dire, they signify that Facebook
has failed to satisfy its users by not offering the services that attracted the users in the first place.
While Bateson never officially wrote about social media sites like Facebook because he
did not live during the age of social media, he did offer a warning to those who would attempt to
recreate people’s ability to perceive metamessages:
These algorithms of the heart, or as they say, of the unconscious, are, however,
coded and organized in a manner totally different from the algorithms of
language. And since a great deal of conscious thought is structured in terms of the
logics of language, the algorithms of the unconscious are doubly inaccessible. It is
not only that the conscious mind has poor access to this material, but also the fact
that when such access is achieved… there is still a formidable problem of
translation (148).
The first part of this quote acknowledges that the “algorithms of the heart,” which he also refers
to as feelings or the metamessages, are structured in a completely different manner than
language. People cannot even fully express emotions in their own language due to the difference
between unconscious and conscious. Feelings are unconscious, uncontrollable. Sometimes there
are no words to cover the full scope of the metamessages, especially if the individual cannot
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fully comprehend their own feelings. Conscious thought is conceptualized through language:
how can it ever be used to explain unconscious thought? Bateson terms this as an “issue of
translation.” It is as if an individual is attempting to use one language to translate another
language.
This warning applies to what Facebook has tried to do with its algorithms. The
technologic algorithms used by Facebook operate in a manner completely different than the way
the user’s mind would work. Just as Bateson considered the unconscious and conscious as
separate languages, so too are algorithms and people’s power of perception. While individuals
may eventually learn the “rules” of a person after perceiving the metamessages present in
communication, computers algorithms cannot learn the same information as effectively because
the algorithms are observing different aspects of communication. Instead of noticing facial
expressions or tone, the algorithms are noting the number of times that two friends interact or
what kind of posts the user likes. Therefore even though both everyone shares the end goal of
learning the “rules” of a friend to better understand messages being received from them,
Facebook’s lack of non-verbal communication as well as lack of metamessages means that the
chance for errors in translation is more substantial.
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THE STORY AND THE LIMITED ROLE OF THE USER
The purpose of Facebook is to provide its users with opportunities to communicate with
others by sharing posts or status updates. As stated earlier, the mission statement of the site is “to
give people the power to share and make the world more open and connected.” The implication
is that every user is, in fact, a storyteller of sorts; hence the terminology of a “story” to refer to
any post by a user. This term implies either personal stories created by the individual user or
what the user’s friends post on Facebook. The main purpose of the site is to provide a platform
where users can openly share personal comments, articles, and pictures in order to share their
stories. However, as explored in the previous section, communication has evolved. While users
still utilize the term “stories,” the information shared on Facebook does not follow the same
format as traditional storytelling.
In the essay “The Storyteller,” the theorist Walter Benjamin argues that storytelling,
which he defines as the ability to share experience, is no longer valued in modern society. He
makes the bold statement that, “it is as if something that seemed inalienable to us, the securest
among our possessions, were taken away from us: the ability to exchange experiences” (83).
However, with the advent of technology, people are more aware of events going on outside of
their own sphere. This constant access makes it difficult to believe Benjamin’s claim that society
has lost the ability to exchange experiences. Benjamin, though, accounts for this argument in his
writings:
Every morning brings us news of the globe, and yet we are poor in noteworthy
stories. This is because no event any longer comes to us without already being
shot through with explanation. In other words, by now almost nothing that
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happens benefits storytelling; almost everything benefits information (“The
Storyteller” 89).
Modern technology has made knowledge about global events available to anyone at anytime, a
feat that would have been nearly impossible before the creation of the Internet. However, as
evinced by Benjamin’s quote, this phenomenon does not signify the increased spreading of
stories. Current news outlooks do not share stories because they do not share experiences.
Rather, today’s news is simply information, which Benjamin defines as “being understandable in
itself” (89). It is communication that needs no outside context to achieve understanding because
the news outlets explain the original stories for the viewers. Despite having written this theory
long before the invention of the Internet, these words serve to describe the type of
communication that exists on social media sites like Facebook as well. Facebook is a platform to
share information: the users do not expect their friends to share their actual experience.
Therefore, based on Benjamin’s theory, Facebook posts should not actually be considered as
valid stories but as shared information.
Benjamin also argues that, “storytelling is the art of repeating stories” (“The Storyteller”
91). The traditional function of storytelling, as defined by Benjamin, does not occur because the
process of storytelling has evolved to exist in a new medium: the Internet. An explanation of this
evolution is found in the article “The Algorithmic Spectator;” which argues that the number of
algorithms supported by Facebook “challenge the previous cultural dominance of narrative
storytelling” (Benson-Allcott 1). Facebook posts challenge traditional storytelling through
amount of time that they last. Stories survive through repetition, they spread when one person
imparts the narrative to another. Facebook posts are not repeated like stories, but rather are
“eternal” because the posts can never be deleted; users have the ability to search through the
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archive of someone’s profile and find past posts whenever they want (Buchner and Zaniewska
112). Therefore, posts do not function in the same way that stories, as defined by Benjamin, do.
Rather than sharing traditional stories, Facebook users are simply sharing information with each
other. As Benjamin contends: “information does not survive the moment in which it was new. It
lives only at that moment; it has to surrender to it completely and explain itself to it without
losing any time” (“The Storyteller” 90). The value of a Facebook post is in its novelty: after a
certain period of existence, the post will quickly become outdated and users and their friends will
forget it in the multitude of newly created posts.
The Facebook post’s importance is not only dependent on novelty, but also on the user’s
friends. When describing the role of the listener, Benjamin argues that, “it has seldom been
realized that the listener’s naïve relationship to the storyteller is controlled by his interest in
retaining what he is told” (The Storyteller 94); if the listener is not interested, then there is no
point for the storyteller to continue. Even though Facebook posts share information rather than
stories, this concept can still be applied to the user and his friends. The Facebook friends, those
that view the user’s posts, control how successful the post is by deciding if the post is interesting
to them. Friends are able to demonstrate their interest in a post by liking it, commenting on it, or
by sharing it to their own profile. Notice the likes, comments, and share on the sample post
below. In the following example, users can see that 61 of Tammi’s friends liked her picture.
Under that, Facebook shows that one person has shared the photo, and under that users can read
the 8 comments on the picture. While Facebook does not show all 8 comments, the user can
choose to make all comments visible by clicking “view 6 more comments.”
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Sample Post

However, as explained by Benjamin’s description of information, friends have no context
outside of the screen on which it is viewed because of the nature of online communication. In the
sample post, the no one would know the location or reason for this picture without specifically
asking the person who posted the picture, Tammi. As Benjamin stated, there is only the
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presented information, no story. While the user presents the friends with the information about
an experience, the friends determine all context and meaning when they view and respond to the
information.
After users post information to Facebook, their own views about the post become almost
meaningless because of the power of the friends to determine the context independently. Barthes’
interpretation of the power of the reader in his essay “The Death of the Author” functions as an
explanation of why Facebook friends determine the meaning of a post even when they did not
create the post. Barthes’ work explores the lack of control over the interpretation of a work felt
by the author when readers create interpretations of the work without more context than what is
originally provided. This model can also be applied to Facebook: the author is the user and the
readers are the user’s friends. The lack of control stems from the fact that after publishing a
work, the author no longer can control how it is received; the viewers base their thoughts off of
the writing itself. As Barthes states: “language knows a ‘subject’, not a ‘person’, and this subject,
empty outside of the very enunciation which defines it, suffices to make language ‘hold
together’” (145). Facebook operate as a text authored by the users that are read by the user’s
friends; the posts, while created by the users, become subjects that are detached from those that
create them. Benjamin comes to a similar conclusion: “he [the friend] is ready to make it [the
information on Facebook] completely his own, to devour it, as it were” (“The Storyteller” 100).
Friends have freedom of interpretation, and it is this interpretation that gives meaning and value
to the post.
In the example post above, the first visible comment is “Tammi lookin good.” While
Tammi might not have intended her appearance to be the meaning of the post, one of her friends
interpreted it that way, and she has no control over that. Joel R. Hellman’s comment is simply
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one possible meaning of this post. Based on Bateson’s theories, one could argue that, in the
example of this post, the fact that the communication between Tammi and her friend occurred on
Facebook severely limited Joel’s understanding of the “rules” of Tammi as a person. This
interaction occurred on Facebook, so there were fewer contexts for Joel to understand her post.
Perhaps Tammi simply wanted to share a picture of her and her children, she may not have been
expecting anyone to comment on her image. Since she was not directly communicating with
Joel, Tammi did not feel the need to clarify her reason for sharing this picture, and Joel was free
to interpret the picture the way he chose.
This explanation helps to demonstrate that Facebook’s format causes a certain level of
alienation between the user and her profile because of the online setting. Even though it is the
user who adds the information to create the profile, other users also have the power to interpret
and add to other user’s profiles without any context clues from the original user. The user’s story
is no longer private because the user no longer has control over what information will be
portrayed on Facebook. The profile becomes public knowledge. While Benjamin was not alive
for the creation of the Internet or of Facebook, his essay “The Work of Art in the Age of
Mechanical Reproduction” hypothesizes about the potential alienating effects of the
technological advances, effects that can easily be applied to sites such as Facebook. His work
explores the disconnect between an actor and the film representation of those actions in order to
demonstrate the divide between the worker and the work itself. Benjamin claims that:
The film actor feels as if in exile—exiled not only from the stage but also from
himself. With a vague sense of discomfort he feels inexplicable emptiness: his
body loses its corporeality, it evaporates, it is deprived of reality, life, voice, and
the noises caused by his moving about, in order to be changed into a mute image,
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flickering in an instant on the screen, then vanishing into silence… The projector
will play with his shadow before the public, and he himself must be content to
play before the camera (229).
In this quote, Benjamin argues that the actor loses touch with his own body in the creation of a
movie. The camera and projector have the control over what parts of his performance the
audience sees; he himself is void of control and reality. The public will see the actor and interpret
his movements, but it is the camera that presents the actor to them, not the actor himself. He is
changed into a “mute image” that vanishes into silence. Users experience a similar exile from
their profiles. The user attempts to present a certain image of herself on Facebook by creating
certain posts and by liking specific stories. However, just as the camera shapes the final image of
the actor, entities outside of the user can shape how others view her profile. When contemplating
the relationship between the audience of film and the actor, Benjamin contends that, “the
audience’s identification with the actor is really an identification with the camera” (“The Work
of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” 228). In terms of Facebook, the audience, or the
friends of the user, are in actuality interacting with other entities that have power to shape the
user’s profile. Friends can depend only upon past interactions with the user to judge the context
of any posts; a process that replaces the majority of non-verbal and unconscious contributions
that the user would contribute to a face-to-face conversation. Therefore, the user is exiled and
alienated from the very communication that she proposed when making the original post.
To further the idea of alienation, it is imperative to have an understanding of other
entities that are involved in any communication on Facebook. As previously stated, there is the
user and his friends, each of which affects the online representations of actual people. However,
Facebook itself is yet another entity that has power over the user’s profile. As explored in the
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first section of this paper, Facebook has created algorithms that observe and record the actions of
each user on the site. This information is then analyzed to determine what the user will see every
time he is on Facebook. The algorithms also determine what products are advertised to the user,
all of which creates a unique experience for the user. While the user works to create a profile and
to facilitate interactions between friends, the algorithm silently and discretely builds an
independent relationship between itself and any information shared by each user.
Walter Benjamin theorized that advancements in technology had destroyed the concept of
a story because people were no longer interested or capable of sharing experiences. Instead,
society focused on the spread of information. Benjamin’s logic illustrates why communication
on Facebook inhibits storytelling. The technology itself eliminates the role of non-verbal
communication, limiting the understanding of the person on the receiving end of the
conversation. Also, the fact that other users and the algorithms of Facebook have the ability to
shape and influence how a person’s profile is created causes the user to become exiled from his
own personal profile, thus negating the goal of Facebook to give users the opportunity to make
their own world.
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COMMODIFICATION OF THE USER
When discussing Facebook, its founder, Mark Zuckerberg, once stated, “The question
isn’t, ‘What do we want to know about people?’ It’s, ‘What do people want to tell about
themselves?’” This quote demonstrates that even in its conception, the point of Facebook was
never to provide a completely accurate depiction of the user’s lives and communication. The site
was designed to allow users to shape their own lives. The profile is supposed to be a
representation of how the user wants to be viewed, based entirely upon what the user would like
to post about his life. Hypothetically, the user has the choice to pick which of his experiences to
put on Facebook and which of his experiences Facebook users to do not get to see. To use
Facebook jargon, users should be able to create the “story” that they want to tell. However, since
other entities have power to shape this story, to tell another story than what the user wants to
share, the persona that the profile represents is no longer the product that the original user
intended to create. The format of Facebook produces a separation between the user and the
profile that he intends.
One such entity is the user’s friends who, once accepted, have access to view, like, share,
and comment on any information posted by the user or on the user’s profile, even if that
information was posted before the person was added as a friend. In a non technology-based
setting, friends do not have this sort of instant access to all information about a person
instantaneously. Instead, through the process of becoming a friend, the person must gain the trust
and confidence of the other person, allowing her to share when she feels ready. On Facebook,
however, there is no way for new “friends” to gain the trust of the user before being able to
access previous experiences. This trust stems in part from the knowledge that friends have built
an understanding of each other through experiences. Friends understand each other’s
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communication styles, both conscious and unconscious. As discussed earlier, a friend has learned
the “rules” of the other person. Without such an understanding, people would feel less
comfortable giving others complete access to their thoughts and opinions; such an access would
seem inappropriate because it would be more likely that the other person would interpret this
information in the wrong way. Based on Facebook’s dichotomy of either friend or not friend,
there is a high possibility that users grant this permission to people without realizing the potential
consequences. These “pseudo” friends are more likely to “devour” the user’s information, as
Benjamin would say, since they would have even less context from which to create meaning.
The algorithms are another impersonal entity that maintains control over the user’s
profile. They observe every choice that the user makes while on Facebook such as what content
is posted, what pictures are shared, and what other posts are liked. Algorithms also determine
which stories appear on the user’s profile and other suggested content on Facebook based off of
previous content that the user has either liked or not liked. These actions, coupled with the power
held by the friends of the user, produce an atmosphere that eliminates the input of the user in
terms of the content of her profile. For example, the following advertisement from my own
profile seems to give me, as the user, the power to choose what stories I desire to see on my
newsfeed:
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Facebook Suggestion

The add claims to give me the choice to pick my desired friends through the heading “Put the
people you love at the top;” while the use of the imperative implies that I have the capacity to
determine the order of who appears on my newsfeed. However, the advertisement then negates
this power through the explanation that, “we [Facebook algorithms] care about showing you
posts from people who matter to you.” Facebook will prioritize the user’s friends through “new
controls.” This means that, ultimately, it is just another algorithm that will be determining how
the user’s News Feed is formatted, not the user. No matter how I prioritize my list, the ultimate
decisions still lie out of my control. While the user provides the information with which to create
the profile with the intent of generating the ideal representation of herself, the user never has the
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sole power to make those decisions. There is a distance between the user and the profile; the user
becomes alienated from the very image that she intended to create on Facebook.
The idea of alienation originated with Karl Marx’s idea of alienation of labor: it is the
condition in which people are dominated by forces of their own creating, which then confront
them as alien powers. He arrives at this conclusion by first starting with the observation that “the
whole society falls apart into the two classes—the property owners and the property-less
workers” (Marx 106). The workers, also known as laborers, produce commodities that cause the
wealth of the property owners to increase. Therefore, from the perspective of the property
owners, the laborers themselves become commodities—not just the actual product that is
produced:
The worker puts his life into the object; but now his life no longer belongs to him
but to the object… Whatever the product of his labor is, his is not. Therefore the
greater the product, the less is he himself. The alienation of the worker in his
product means not only that his labor becomes an object, an external existence,
but that it exists outside him, independently, as something alien to him, and that it
becomes a power on its own confronting him (108).
In this case, the Facebook profile is the “object” created by the user to act as an online
representation of the user’s life. Facebook is meant for communicating with both one individual
as well as a larger group in a non face-to-face setting. The profile is not equivalent to the user; it
is only a representation of the user that is created by both the user and others, as previously
stated. The profile exists “outside him [the user], independently, as something alien to him [the
user].” Facebook profiles are alien in the sense that due to the influence of outside forces, the
profile exists and changes independently of the user’s intention.
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In his further examinations of the effects of the alienation of the labor force, Marx
proposes the idea that ownership of the product, whether it is a sellable good or a Facebook
profile, no longer belongs to the person that made it. According to Marx, “if the product of labor
does not belong to the worker, if it confronts him as an alien power, then this can only be
because it belongs to some other man than the worker” (115). The friends of the user could be
considered to be the “other man than the worker,” as could the Facebook algorithms that control
what posts and suggestions appear on each individual profile. An article from the Business
Insider stated that, “Facebook comes up with algorithms to surface the best material…
[Facebook] tweaks what stories show up in your News Feed to cut back on what it considers to
be low-quality content” (Yarrow). While it is admirable that Facebook tries to eliminate “lowquality content,” its goal implies that the user does not determine the ultimate content of her own
profile if Facebook deems that content to be “low-quality.” Rather, this goal demonstrates the
length that Facebook has gone in order to implicitly control the content on each user’s profile.
These hidden influences of the Facebook algorithm serve as an example of how power
over an entity functions in the new technological settings like Facebook. According to the
theorist Michel Foucault, modern displays of power have shifted from being centered on one
single individual to a web of power extending over a group. He described modern power as “a
web extending its lines everywhere in a crisscrossing pattern…Power is…an organization of
relationships of individuals and institutions in which everyone is involved” (Palmer 119). He
utilized the classic example of the panopticism to illustrate this web of power. In the
panopticism, prisoners are in a cell in which the only person that can see them is the supervisor
who is centered in the middle of the prison. Likewise, the prisoners can see no one except for the
supervisor. Each prisoner is “seen but…does not see; he is the object of information, never a
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subject in communication” (Foucault 200). Due to the elimination of contact between prisoners
and guards, the prisoner can never communicate with anyone and expect an answer; therefore, he
is never the subject. Facebook is a modern day example of the panopticism because the other
entities that exhibit power exist within Facebook itself, not outside of it. Rather than an outside
organization controlling what the user may or may not post, it is the very algorithms of the
website that determine what is quality content. The other users that are consciously given
permission to access the profile have the power to shape said profile. As stated by Foucault: “in
short, [the panopticism] arranges things in such a way that the exercise of power is not added on
from the outside, like a rigid, heavy constraint, to the functions it invests, but is so subtly present
in them…” (206). The organization that wields the real power of the profile is not the user, who
creates the profile as a representation of herself, but other users and, most subtly, Facebook’s
computer algorithms.
Facebook wields this power over the profiles for a reason, and not simply to create a
forum for communication online. Contemporary Marxists would argue that the users of
Facebook, like other workers before them, have been turned into commodities for the purpose of
making a profit. Marx goes so far as to argue that commodities have become fetishes in today’s
society. Benjamin explored this concept in his work The Arcades Project: “ambiguity is the
appearance of dialectic in images…such an image is afforded by the commodity per se: as
fetish” (10). When the appearance of reality, such as an image, becomes dialectic, it means that it
is discussing the truth of the appearance. In the Facebook example, even though an online profile
of a person does not equate to a true reflection of the person, users and friends operate as though
this were true. This misunderstanding leads to the creation of a fetish because it has “gained
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autonomy... the commodity has been transformed into an idol that, although the product of
human hands, disposes over the human” (181).
The Facebook fetish appears in the way that the Facebook algorithms treat the
information on Facebook as a free commodity. The purpose of these algorithms, according to the
book Reverse Engineering Social Media by Robert Gehl, “ultimately, for the owners of social
media sites, the goal is to store as much user-generated content and data as possible… and then
store the results, creating an ever-more-precise and extensive archive” (62). This archive
contains all information about what the user posts, likes, comments on, or shares. It also includes
who the user communicates with, as well as how the communication occurs. For example, the
algorithms track whether the user prefers to use the more private instant messaging tool or if they
write publically on another user’s wall. In his book, Gehl maintained that:
If Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Marlene Manoff, and Geoffrey Bowker are
right in arguing that control of the archive leads to social power, then social media
site owners are becoming quite powerful indeed, because they have the ability to
pull data from their archives to produce knowledge (43).
The commodification of a Facebook profile can be seen in numerous different ways. One is the
literal commodification of a profile for the ultimate profit of the Facebook company itself.
Currently, Facebook is free to the user, no one has to pay to create a profile or interact with other
profiles. However, that does not mean that Facebook does not make a profit from the users.
Rather than charging it’s users, Facebook makes money though advertisements. In his book
about the financial powers of advertising, Joseph Turow supports Gehl in the theory that,
“Facebook…gathers an enormous amount of information about what everyone on its site does
and then turns around and sells the ability to reach them anonymously with advertising based on
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the profiles that Facebook members have created for themselves” (Turow 145). As Marx
theorized, the laborer does the work, so the user creates the profile, and then the “property
owners,” the owners of Facebook, turn a profit from this work. Thus, the users become even
more alienated from their work, the profile, because they are not receiving any of the profit from
its creation.
According to Turow, companies use Facebook data for two purposes: the first is to
identify potential customers and the second is to follow this person on as many devices as
possible (computers, phones, etc…). Companies hope to do the following:
Identify likely customers; use databases to encourage them to click on
personalized content and relevant ads; reinforce their responses across a variety of
websites and mobile devices; serve these customers personalized commercial
messages at the moment of sale; and convince them to swipe their frequent
shopper cared, credit card, or debit card to complete the gauntlet—and offer up
more data (Turow 139).
For example, four of my friends have recently gotten engaged and, to share the news, each
posted about the news on Facebook. I “liked” their pictures and posts about the engagements and
future weddings for the sole reason of showing my support of these events. Facebook’s
algorithms noted the unintentional pattern of my actions based on wedding posts, as well as my
personal information such the fact that I am in my 20s as well as in a relationship, all of which
could imply that I am a potential customer for those in the wedding market. Based on these facts,
Facebook has assumed that I too am interested in being engaged and married and has organized
my own profile and advertisements to reflect this assumption. Now, the majority of the
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advertisements that I see on my profile are centered on engagement rings or photographers that
specialize in taking wedding pictures, as seen in the example below:

Sample Wedding Advertisement

Obviously, Facebook has shared its information about my personal information and my activity
on Facebook with companies interested in the wedding industry, and now those companies target
me as a potential customer. They have even noted the location of pictures I am tagged in to
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determine that I would be more interested in visiting a St. Cloud store, even though I have my
hometown listed as Aurora, CO.
This example also demonstrates how the format of Facebook is designed to increase the
commodification of the user. Facebook has, without my explicit permission, shared personal
information that is a part of my profile with outside organizations that have then shaped my
profile based on their interpretation of me. The book The Electronic Silk Road: How the Web
Binds the World in Commerce explores how Internet, in specific social media sites, works as a
moneymaking industry. In “Facebookistan,” the chapter specifically about Facebook, revealed
shocking facts about the legal issues that the company is currently facing in countries all over the
world. It states that, “Facebook itself makes and enforces rules for the use of its platform”
(Chander 5), ensuring that it does not have to follow national laws about sharing information.
Therefore, “even if one forgoes all these opportunities [to participate and interact with others on
Facebook], other people can still put up information about one on Facebook” (7) which the site
still has access to use and sell.
As explored in the previous section “The Story and the Limited Role of the User,”
Tammi chose to post a picture of herself and her children without sharing the full context of the
image. One of her friends made a comment about her appearance, which may not have been the
type of comment she had been hoping for about this picture. The comment, “Tammi lookin
good,” gave an entirely new meaning to the picture: instead of the focus being on her status as a
mother, her appearance became the focus of the post. Tammi willingly chose to not participate
fully with her Facebook friends by not providing more detailed context for the picture, and yet
Facebook still made assumptions about her based on other comments.
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CONCLUSION
As stated by founder Mark Zuckerberg, the goal of Facebook is to allow its users to share
what they would like with the world. It is supposed to be an opportunity to shape how the world
sees the user by allowing the user to determine what facts the world can access. In essence, this
is a pure intention. Facebook does its best to provide high-quality content for its users in an easy
to use format. However, the issue is that the entity regulates the quality of the content of the
user’s life. The epigraph of this paper states that, “there has never been a document of culture,
which is not simultaneously one of barbarism.” This description fittingly applies to Facebook,
arguably one of the biggest cultural documents since its beginnings in 2006. The barbaric nature
of Facebook lies in the process of transmission: its methods of determining what is quality
content as well as who actually has the power to shape the user’s personal profile
Theorists such as Gregory Bateson and Walter Benjamin both explored the complex
phenomenon of communication. Bateson examined the role of the subconscious and the
conscious, the verbal and the non-verbal communication. His ideas help to demonstrate why
communication on Facebook is so difficult. Users depend upon non-verbal messages, such as
hand gestures or facial expressions, to fully share an idea with another person. Without those
messages, the person receiving the message has a much more limited experience of
communication. Benjamin focused more on the lost concept of the story. According to his work,
society no longer shares stories because people are more interested in information rather than the
full story. People desire knowledge that can be understood without context, knowledge that can
be learned in a short amount of time. While information can be valuable, it becomes problematic
when society replaces all stories with information. The instantaneous nature of Facebook
encourages users to post as often as possible, meaning that friends expect new information on a
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regular basis. Previous posts are considered “old,” with no new information to share. Users live
for the present, not for the wisdom of the past.
And therein lies the barbaric nature of Facebook. There is the expectation that a user will
post information that will present herself in the ideal manner, not as a realistic person. Despite
this effort though, the user does not have the sole power to shape the profile. Instead, the friends
and computer algorithms dictate what is quality content, what is well received, what the user will
see and post more often. The “ideal representation” of the user is the ideal of others, not of the
user. Therefore, the user becomes detached from this representation of herself that attracted
people to Facebook in the first place. The user’s goal is to offer a quintessential image of her life,
but instead she will face the unavoidable power of the other users, leading to a distance between
the two. This detachment is alienating; it is barbaric.
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